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Chrono shindou mom

in: Characters, Men, Season 10 Characters Comments Share Main Data Gallery Original Chronojet DragonChronodragon Nextage Mikuru Shindou (Aunt)Rive Shindou (Father)Tokimi Shindou (Mother) Shinemon NittaMark Whit IngTatsuya Tachibana Takumi Mano (teen)Mariya Ie (child) Douglas Joblin
(teen)Nikki Rae Hallow (child) Chrono Shindou is a small cardfight character!! Vanguard: Shinemon. Show She had messy red hair with a pink swirly hair at the waist. He also has green eyes. He's wearing a gray shirt with a dark gray sweater in it. He also wears indigo shorts with blue shoes. Personality
Since he is a small child, he tends to mis pronounce a few words, such as saying Congratulations or Congratulations instead of Congratulations. Chrono has a preference for Vanguard despite not understanding how the game works because of his young age, he often cheers his father and his friends to
win cardfights, but he also tends to cry when anyone who is cheering on loses a cardfight. As a teenager, he's not interested in vanguard. According to both Mikuru and Shinemon (Teen), it seems he lost his memories after the ryuzu lab incident. Although he showed some terrifying brilliance to his
classmates at school. However, during his cardfight with Shinemon (Adult), he was able to show some joy throughout the game, so he said he wants to destroy his usual self. Japanese voice actress Trivia Chrono from Cardfight! Vanguard G series, Mark Ishii, was replaced for health reasons. However,
the rationale for the case of English voice actor Sam Duke is unknown. Characters Men Season 10 Characters Community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. in: Women, Season 7 Characters Comments Share Rive Shindou (Wife)Chrono Shindou (Son)Mikuru Shindou (Sister)
Anime: GC Episode 38: Rive and Ryuzu (Flashback) Tokimi Shindou is a small character in Vanguard G. She is the mother of Time Shindou, sister-in-law of Mikuru Sidhu and wife of Reeve Sidhu. He died shortly after The Birth of Time. Appearance She wears a light blue dress with a white sweater, and
a thin necklace with five turquoise beads. Her hair is cut in chin length, and she has a similar pink swirl in her hair, showing that the vortex is hereditary. Biography Is seen for the first time in a flashback to GC Episode 38, as he had died shortly after the birth of Chrono. It appears again in GC Episode 43,
when Chrono is consumed by the Stride Force. He appears in Mikuru's apartment next to Rive, as Chrono's perfect future included the return of his mother and father to life. She quickly rejects the thought, no matter how long she wanted to stay, and she and Rive disappear from the illusion. Gallery Trivia
Is usually set in fanart alongside Steam Maiden, Uluru because of their similarities: The style of hair is the same, but with Tokimi swirling to her right and and tools in a similar pose to her left. Uluru is the representative of Chronojet Dragon, and is a native figure in tradition. Women's Season 7 Characters
Community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The native form of this personal name is Ishii Mark. This article uses a western order of names when reporting people. Mark Ishii⽯O08General (1991-11-21) November 21, 1991 (age 29)Chiba County,
JapannationalityJapaneseOccupationVoice actressYears active2013-presentAcentAksentSpouse(s)Atsuko Enomoto (m. 2016 - 2018) Mark Ishii (⽯, Ishii Mark, born November 21, 1991 in Chiba County) is a Japanese voice actor who was affiliated with Space Craft Entertainment but changed to Just
Professional from 2016 to 2019. [1] Ishii is the son of a Japanese father and Filipino mother. He's the ex-husband of actress Atsuko Enomoto. [2] Ishii is best known for his role as Chrono Shindou in Cardfight! Vanguard G series and as Bellri Zenam at Gundam Reconguista in G. On December 27, 2019,
Just Production announced that it has terminated its contract with Ishii and that she has been diagnosed with poor adjustment and is in poor physical health. Ishii will take a break from voice acting in order to improve his health. [3] On 1 July 2020, Ishii announced that he was returning to the voice action
industry after a 7-month hiatus, signing with Aksent. [4] The early life and education of Ishii is of Japanese Filipino nationality. [5] [6] He lived in the Philippines for four years during his early childhood but returned to Japan for his schooling. [7] He was also a member of his high school tennis club. During
his days in high school he played a game called .hack//G.U. and became a fan of Takahiro Sakurai who inspired him to become a voice actor. [8] [9] After graduating from high school, Ishii went to the Tokyo Communication Academy, where he studied to become a voice actor. [10] [11] Filmography
Anime List of Voice Performances in anime Year Series Role Notes 2014 When Marnie Was There[1] Brother Ayaka's 2014 Gundam Reconguista at G Bellri Zenam 2014 Cardfight! Vanguard G Chrono Shindou'[12] 2015 Haikyū!! Lev Haiba 2015 Gundam Reconguista in G: - From the past to the future
Bellri Zenam 2015 Cardfight! Vanguard G: GIS Crisis Chrono Shindou 2016 Cardfight!! Vanguard G: Stride Gate Chrono Shindou 2016 Cardfight!! Vanguard G: NEXT Chrono Shindou 2017 Love Kome: We Love Hikari Hino Rice 2017 Cardfight!! Vanguard G Z Chrono Shindou OVA List of vocal
performances in the OVA Year Series Role Notes 2016 Haikyū! OVA Lev Haiba ONA List of vocal performances in OVA Year Series Role Notes Armor Shop for Ladies &amp; Gentlemen Kautz Video Games List of vocal performances in video games Series Role Notes 2015 Gundam Reconguista in G:
Extreme Force Bellri Zenam 2015 Granblue Fantasy Elsam 2016 Cardfight! Cardfight! G: Stride to victory Chrono Shindou[13] 2016 Gundam Reconguista in G: Extreme Vs Maxi Boost ON Bellri Zenam 2016 Haikyū!! Cross match team Lev Haiba[14] 2017 Gakuen Club~Hōkago no Himitsu~[15] Yūya
Yamaoka[16] 2017 Gakuen Club~Himitsu no Night Club~ PS Vita Yūya Yamaoka[17] 2018 On Air! Nanao Kichijō Personal Life On March 6, 2016, he announced his marriage to Atsuko Enomoto. Ishii said the reasons he and Emoto agreed to marry include their common interests and many common
points. [18] They divorced in 2018. [19] See also List of Japanese voice players of foreign external links climb Official website references ^ a b Sign Ishii. Space Craft Team. Archived from the original on 2015-07-11. Retrieved 2016-03-08. ^ Voice Actors Mark Ishii, Voice Actor Atsuko Enomoto Announce
Marriage. Anime News Network. 2016-03-07. Archived from the original on 2016-06-14. Retrieved 2016-06-07. ^ Voice actor Mark Ishii takes pause to recover after maladjusment diagnosis. Anime News Network. 2019-12-27. Retrieved 2019-12-27. ^ Voice actor Mark Ishii returns to work after 7 months
hiatus. Anime News Network. 2020-07-01. Retrieved 2020-07-01. ^ Farris, Christopher (February 11, 2019). These Filipinos are the voices of modern cartoon and anime characters. Esquire (magazine). Hurst Communications. Archived from the original on July 8, 2019. Retrieved June 30, 2020. ^ It was
fun! Part2'. Sign!! - Marking. 2014-07-15. Archived from the original on 2015-01-18. Retrieved 2016-03-08. ^ Information various☆. Sign!! - Marking. 2014-09-08. Archived from the original on 2015-01-18. Retrieved 2014-10-02. ^ Washi. Voice new guy. Cantokawa Sotkin (053). 2014-09-16. ^ Japanese
book. I don't know what you're Enterbrain (November 2014 issue). 2014-09-20. ^ Mark Ishii, a graduate voice actor, has decided to play Berri Zenam, the lead role of [Gunndam G's Reconguista]! . Tokyo Academy of Communications, a vocational school. 2014-07-04. Archived from the original on 2014-
10-06. Retrieved 2014-10-02. ^ Mark Ishii [@ishii_mark_new] (March 6, 2016). It is an office that became a place of care immediately after leaving professional school, became one owned, and gave a lot of experience. It will be a different format, but I want to give back by showing that I will continue to
work hard and grow. (Tweet) I can't do that (in Japanese) - via Twitter. ^ [Breaking News] The story of Aichi and Maki in [Vanguard] is complete! The new Vanguard G series is in the world three years after the adoption of Legion Mate. Blitz. Archived from the original on 2014-10-04. Retrieved 2014-10-04.
^ New Chrono Guide | character | Card!! Vanguard G Stride to victory!. Fury. Archived from 2015-11-14. Retrieved 2015-11-07. ^ Character. Hiq! Cross team match!. BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment. Archived from the original on 2015-12-21. Retrieved 2015-12-19. ^ Kenn and other gorgeous voice actors
in the cast! The 4th love adventure game for women [Gakuen CLUB ~ Secrets after school ~] distribution launch! . No.1 share of press releases and news bulletins| PR TIMES. Retrieved 2020-12-16. ^ Yuya Yamaoka. Gakuen CLUB ~ Secrets after school ~ (in Japanese). Retrieved 2020-12-16. ^
Gakuen Club ~ Secret Nightclub~. www.dramaticcreate.com. Retrieved 2020-12-16. ^ Voice actors Atsako Enomoto and Mark Ishii report their recordings! Bring the TV to life. Move. 2016-03-07. Archived from the original on 2016-03-07. Retrieved 2016-03-07. ^ Atsuko Enomoto Voice Actors, Sign Ishii
Announce Divorce. Anime News Network. Retrieved August 10, 2018. Retrieved from
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